There is one inescapable fact, whatever the
hand placing on the shaft-there is no way of
avoiding squaring up the club-face at impact
with the fingers. It cannot be set to happen
automatically, as so many hope to do.
Players can talk of passive hands, but the last
say in the matter rests with that invisible sense,
'touch' or 'feel.', Much strength is necessary to
do this squaring up at great speed and to hold the
shaft firmly so that the club-face is not deflected
on impact, when the club-head is slowed down
some 20 per cent by the ball.
The left hand and arm must be taught their
roles, then they can help the powerful right to
make the timed blow, so sought after and yet
rarely found.

FACTS

ABOUT

THE

GOLF SWING

(continued)

No 5 Here the shoulder level makes a 90 degrees angle with the left arm and the wrists have
moved the club-head through 72 degrees from
No 4, while the shoulder has moved only 20
degrees.

HANDS

MOVE

FROM A TO B;
CLUB·HEAD MOVES
FROM X TO Yo

No 6 Then, while the shoulder stays almost
still, the wrists move after impact through 36
degrees more. So the club-head moves through
an enormous are, while the arm moves only little.

The shoulders unwmd Just up to position in
No 3, then slow down as the arm takes up the
speeding of the club; and then, when the arm
has reached its peak, the wrists take over. This is
how I have long seen the way the speed is built
up-85 per cent wrists, 10 per cent arms and
5 per cent shoulder (Le., the body).

The shoulders do not contribute a great
amount of speed-they serve as a travelling base.
Of course, they are important for they convert
the arm and wrist vertical actions into a golf
swing. The point to remember is that the three
sources of power-shoulder, arm and wristdo not deliver their power independently.

No 24 N ate how the hand and arm positions
in my action at address (No 1) and impact are
similar, but my head has beeri thrown back
'against' the shot-it points more behind the ball.

Compare angles; no;te parting in the hair and
where nose points. I have heard some American
pros have even tried deliberately to accentuate
this 'throwing back against the blow' by the head.
I do it instinctively and so far have not done any
good by trying to develop a more pronounced
jerk back.
Note how the blade has squared up naturally.
We all have this gift, but it requires strength
to handle a long instrument weighing around
160zs.

That is why, knowing this, I have for many
years worked on building up the strength of the
hands and arms.
No 25 The effort to stop the club slowing up
is an instinctive one and even in 25, where the
club-head has advanced a foot, the shaft has not
yet regained its straightness; note, however, that
the blade is still square, although the ball has
already gone two feet.
No 26 It is only when the ball has gone about
four feet that the hands allow the club-face to
roll naturally to finish the action. There is no
point in forcing the club-face through squarely
any further, for the ball has long since gonecontact is during one inch only.

No 5 IRON:

FROM THE FRONT

(continue,')

No 10 Here is the perfect descending blow.
Hands slightly ahead of the ball, back of the
left hand facing the hole. Club-face square;
club-head still thrown forward by the whip of
the shaft. The thrust on the inside of the right
foot can be seen. Right arm as usual still bent.

The ball is now way ahead of the
slowing-down club, which is just coming clear
of the divot mark; it is now turning over
slightly as can be seen from the right hand
position. The right arm still straightening.
(Note shallow divot mark).

No 11 The ball has raced away from the club.
The blade, over six inches after impact, is still
square, for the hands are in the address position.
The right arm is still bent and the club-head is
still going 'down and through' into the turf.
'X' marks the spot where the ball lay.

No 13 Here the club-head has followed on to
the target. Right arm now extended, club-face
turning over. My club-head has moved from 'A'
(No 7) to where it is now, while my hands have
kept almost within the width of my stance. This
shows the amount of work the hands do in a

No 12

Facts alld Ideas

THE PRESIDENT'S PUTTER': G. Micklem,
,tho was beaten by A, A. Duncan 4 and 3 in the
semi-final, drives from the fourteenth tee during
the tournament

at Rye.

T has occurred to me that some percentage figures-estimates
only-might
enlighten students on the value of the
power they apply to the ball with various
parts of their bod y.
In passing, as a suggestion to relieve
crowded 18-hole eourses with no place to
praetise peacefuHy and dozens of members
bursting to spend an hour or two on various
sections of their game, why not close a few
holes near the elu b-house for certain hours
on certain davs a week? Rules can be made
about not pla'ying irons off the fairways, but
all shots could then be played and one part
of a hole could be reserved for those taking
lessons so that they could have a peacefu I
lesson and get value for their money and
time.

I

10 the case of a first-class golfer, one who

drives the normal minimum distance around,
5ay, '~0u yaros {i ki1.OW""that ulls hi CoflS1C1ered
a low figure in some circles, but it is not so
very low if the shot is playcd off the level
ground on to the same level and the ground
is not like cement), he will use 85 per cent.
wrists and '5 per cent. arms and shoulders
to produce his maximum
impact speed.
Seymour Dunn, one of America's foremost
instructors,
gives the same figures in his
estimate of the way the power is applied.
:VIany of to-day's younger players have given
themselves serious spinal troubles trying to
step up the 15 per cent. proportion.
Instead,
I have always felt it best to try building up
the 8:; per cent. part. for it can be seen

that the am1S and shou lclers play bu t a
small part in bnilding np to the maximum
speed. In the case of the average handicap
golfer, he will be using much more body,
i.e., shoulder and arm. and in an extreme
case could actually be employing the reverse
of these percentages, but would more than
likely be 50 per cent. and 50 per cent.
I realised this many years ago and so
began teaching the "hit-and-§top"
method
as the quickest and best way of improving
a player's percentages of power employed,
for it was obvious that weak-wristed golfers
called upon their " brute force" muscles to
generate as much speed as possible to make
up for actual Jack of wrist speed. The" hitand-stop"
method whereby the left arm and
side stopped at impact and the left wrist
took the shock and allowed the club-head
only to pass the baB, tested out just how
good the wrists were at their job. ""'here.
I think, the beginner starts off on the wrong
foot in setting about attacking a golf ball,
is that he imagines that he has to generate
a movement in which, at the clima;'C-i.e.,
the impact-his
shoulders, arms and wrists
will all be moving at their fastest.
Here is
the greatest mistake of all in golfing theory.
The Late Hit
For tlle shoulders and arms begin to
generate the movement down, aided by the
unwinding
of the body, and this dragthrough of the should'er, the tug down by
the arms, lead to a gradual speed.ing-up,
but the release of the full power by" the
wrists which are kept cocked all this t.ime is
delayed until the player feels he can apply
this 85 per cent. of the power, and get the
net result at impact-the
Late Hit.
During this attack on the ball, I IJave
always felt that there is a point which varies
in every player, where the left shoulder
checks momentarily to allow the" levering"
which exists in a swing to take place.
It
15 not- correCL to :5\veep
tile
whole 101.'
through.
Years ago the late P. A. Vaile and I discussed this action and he used the words
" b uffer action" as expressing best the sort
of minute recoil in the swing which allowed
the club-head to overtake the hands, for, if
this did not happen, then the initial speed
of the shoulders and arms would just. take
the hands through away ahead of the clubhead. The shoulders, after the release of the
8.5 per cent. power by the wrists, are dragged
through by the momentum of the club.
Seymour Dunn, amplifying
this theme,
says that the golfer is like a. chain-no

stronger than its weakest link. The obvious
weak link in every golfer is the wrist, and
for this reason alone we should not try to
apply our maximum shoulder power, because
the wrists cannot transmit it; they would
collapse or give way under the strain, the
club-head trails behind and a slice results.
. I often use the expression in teachi ag,
.. Do not try to hit harder than you can
hold on."
This does not seem very clear
when put on paper, but it does register with
many pupils who have a fast ann-and-body
action with no strength in the fingeTs.
As the wrists are capable of a fast action
and they can only whip at their maximumno more..--there is every advantage in leaving
this attack
till the last moment and so
"hitting
late."
The question of whether
the club-face is open or shut at the top of.
the swing is almost of secondary importance
if the player has weak wrists and is setting
out to improve his golf seriously.
His first
step should be to acquire by training an
alteration in his percentage of wrist power
available in the swing. If he only lvishes to
make do with what he has got-i.e., use the
proportions
he has-then
he will need to
search for an expedient to make his big.
slow shoulder and body muscles play their
really minor role in a major way.
Players
with short back swings have
powerful wfists, and use them. Most players
with powerful wrists find a way to use them
effectively on their own, just as they automahcally tllrow a ball well, but there are
many players who do not get the most from
their wrists because of faulty grips or by
exaggerating a certain movement which they
consider essential.
Here is where the instructor comes in, for
he can see what the player himself cannot
see-himself
playing.
Whilst there is a Jot
of talk of the" Swing the club-head " theor~'
heing all there
is to the golf game,
unless the wrists are strong yOIl can swing
".:v )-::;;. .•r-+r.f;~'t'.scont:,:~~tz,~.:..,~,::ot ;;~t-:~r:r
f~~~
You have to make the club-head do the
work. This is my slogan, and this" make"
implies effort, will power and resistance, for
the golf-dub is more or less a lever and the
left hand resists the hit of the right hand.

these two photographs of Dai Rees
and Peter Alliss together, and read the American
comments given below, I thought what a pity
it is that golfers are subjected to such misleading
statements. There is really no excuse for writing
such stuff because it gives only part of the
picture. To say that A lost his matches and
B won his, therefore his method must be better,
is again telling half the story, for is depends
who A played and how he played, and of course
WHEN I SAW

Dai Rees' Americanized swing sees his left wrist straight
long after impact. Rees captained the 1957 British Ryder
Cup team, won in both singles and foursomes

who B played and how he played. And foursomes
cannot fairly be mentioned.
The facts are that long before American
players began to set the pace in the world of
golf, golfers were playing push shots such as
Dai Rees is demonstrating here, so it is really
nobody's method; it is the only way to flight
the golf ball down. And it is more than likely that
Peter Alliss, who is playing a standard sort of

Peter Alliss lets his right hand overpower the left (broken
line) after impact in typical British move. Alliss lost in both
singles and foursomes in 1957 Ryder Cup matches

In Nos 25, 26 and 27 the hands Jlave moved
quickly towards the ball and the club-face has
already been brought to square before impact
(No 26). Therefore, at impact, the back of the
left hand, facing the hole as usual, is ahead of the
ball.
The reaction of the shaft is interesting here.
Although it is shorter and stiffer than on the
longer irons, it has clearly reacted to the shock
of contacting the ball.
The shot is finished in No 27. The ball has
gone-nothing
I can do now can influence ilS
flight; but my arms, hands and body continue
as if! could still guide it (the ball is in the shadow).
This is instinctive-it
would be impossible to
stop the chain of reactions.

Nos 28, 29 and 30 As I have pushed at the
ball more than usual, I have made an effort to
diminish the loft on the club and to flight the
ball lower; my hands continue to hold the blade
squarer for a longer time.

This does not mean, for me, that the ball goes
any straighter, for impact lasts only during one
inch of distance and squaring up is instinctive,
anyway.

In No 30 the club-face is still square to the
line of flight and my natural crossing over of
the wrists has been checked.

Nos 31, 32 and 33 With the right shoulder
going under more, the club-face in this series is
still held square.

Nos 28, 29 and 30 As I have pushed at the
ball more than usual, I have made an effort to
diminish the loft on the club and to flight the
ball lower ; my hands continue to hold the blade
squarer for a longer time.

This does not mean, for me, that the ball goes
any straighter, for impact lasts only during one
inch of distance and squaring up is instinctive,
anyway.

In No 30 the club-face is still square to the
line of flight and my natural crossing over of
the wrists has been checked.

Nos 31, 32 and 33 With the right shoulder
going under more, the club-face in this series is
still held square.

than his hands. I repeat thi~
statement often, because to me just to hear a
golf ball go off the club tells me if the club has
been held firmly or not. It is either 'a sweet note
of music' or a false one. Yet we have thousands
upon thousands of golfers looking for something
else wrong in their swing when they mishit the
ball. They do not want to know about the hands.
Of course, even if the club is held correctly and
firmly, it is possible to mishit the ball and misdirect it, too; but at least the golfer has a chance
to build up a sound and consistent gamewith bad, weak hands, there is no hope.

NO GOLFER IS BETTER

IF ONE FOLLOWED all that is written about golf, it
would be easy to believe that a golf ball today is
propelled in a different way from say fifty years
ago. I honestly do not see it.
The gripping of the club by players has
changed, from a double-handed palm gripback of the left hand facing the hole where the
palms were parallel, via a finger grip, where four
knuckles of the left hand showed-to an overlapping palm (left hand) and finger grip (right
hand) where the palms are again parallel and
the back of the left hand again faces the hole.

If the power players seem to use less wrist
action today than the champions of years ago,
it is simply because they are playing now a type
of push shot to keep the ball from flying too
high and to keep it in play. They have almost
more length than they need. Thus it might be

possible to claim that some change has taken
place for the power players, at their end of the
power graph, but for average-length players
everything is unaltered. They still need to use
their wrists to the maximum to get the ball 'out
there.'
The place where the ball is teed has always
varied; the player's build and the angle that the
club-face lies come into this, too. Perhaps there
is a trend now to play more flat-footed golf,
the left heel lifting but little; but while this has
worked for a few young golfers for a time, I have
not seen a player continue to keep his rhythm
without moving his feet correctly. This does not
mean dancing about on the toes, but allowing
the heels to lift freely to help in weight transference and to maintain proper balance and
rhythm.

FORMULAFOR DISTANCE-develop power for
greater club-head speed at impact through bigger
body turn and wrist snap. Arnold Palmer himself
said this, but there is one point missing which
would help-and that is to know where the
wrist snaps. There is no doubt that the maximum
speed is reached before the ball and then maintained through the ball.

The opening drive to my record
round of 64 in September, 1936,
on the West Course at Wentworth.
Note the braced left legfinish,
which has almost become a
trademark of mine. I mvst say the
golfing dress of those days looked
very neat.
I am no pioneer, but when I see
the way the teaching of golfin changing cycles-has altered
since I came in, and how the grip
I have always used is now 'the thing'
and the accent has come to be on
the hands, I do feel that the method
I landed on and expounded as a
young man was just about the best
I could have found.

